For our Test Systems & Engineering department, we are currently seeking a:

Application Engineer
virtual test driving
Location: Karlsruhe
We offer:

WHO WE ARE
We are expert in the application areas of
ADAS & Automated Driving, Powertrain
and Vehicle Dynamics in the field of
virtual test driving. As a global leader in
virtual test driving technology, we develop
innovative simulation solutions for vehicle
development.



A permanent position with a positive working climate



An innovative and varied work environment and the chance to be part of a motivated team of
experienced engineers

Designed for seamless use, our software
and hardware products can be applied



Involvement in the newest developments of renowned automotive manufacturers



Further develop your skills with exciting projects in vehicle validation and on-the-job training in
projects for international customers

throughout the entire development
process, from proof-of-concept to
validation and release. Our virtual
prototyping technology facilitates the
automotive systems engineering

Your responsibilities:


Assisting customer projects both nationally and internationally



Using our tools and adjusting them to meet project requirements



Preparing and performing tests on test tracks and in modern test benches



Independently evaluating and analyzing data



Providing information and support to customers

Your profile:


University or college degree in mechanical engineering with a focus on automotive
engineering, mechatronics or electrical engineering



Professional experience is not necessary



Enthusiasm for cars and innovative technology



Programming knowledge is a plus



Good command of English and a willingness to travel

approach, allowing our users to develop
and test new systems in a virtual whole
vehicle.
At IPG Automotive, we practice a collegial
spirit and teamwork. We stand for
quality, holistic user orientation,
efficiency, promotion of innovation und
lasting partnership. As a growing
medium-sized, owner-managed business,
we highly value the ideas and the
commitment of our employees, for which
we ensure the optimal conditions, always
keeping a common goal in sight.
We are looking forward to your detailed
application documents. Find further
information and instructions on the
application process at:

careers.ipg-automotive.com

SOLUTIONS FOR VIRTUAL TEST DRIVING – www.ipg-automotive.com

IPG Automotive GmbH
Bannwaldallee 60
76185 Karlsruhe
Germany
Tel.: +49 721 98520 0

